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Wait to meet lad suspiciously (4,4)

Extreme climate occasionally seen (5)

Reserve meal after vacation, thanks! (7)

Clock riddle (5)

Bug causing ruin of Red Sea op (9)

Benefit from those managing breakdowns with latitude

(5)

Groups of musicians at first excluded for problem with

eyesight (7)

Greek singer starts to entertain, relaxing doing karaoke

(8)

Heartless blokes tease (4)

Briefly understand about unknowns (3)

Flower shown in ordinary album (5)

Involving the opening of birthday present (7)

One (related) element is lacking from

each of the first 12 italicised clues. All

other clues are normal. Solutions to all

the clues must be entered in the grid

jigsaw-wise, wherever they will fit.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 2

October. You need to register once and then sign

in to theguardian.com to enter our online

competition for a £100 monthly prize.

American president’s men associated with dry Watergate

fiasco (6)

Appear pest affected those that were punched (5,5)

Deep-sea fish (4)

Entertainment from Parisian wearing small jumper (5)

Feelings of goodwill by leadership of school welcoming

lecturer (8)

Lost heart as given vacuous knee-trembler (10)

Managed to come back, considered and then reported (8)

Noted framework of floating dock is cheap (5-4)

Originally sent captain, operating undercover, to spy (5)

Root of dodgy money intercepted by head of TSB (6)

Sign in to live with a Tory? (6)

Spanish support nurses – good to look at (4)

Strike in historic La Paz (4)

Tart teacher said was rougher (7)

Temper from European entering plant lacking first of

ultracentrifuges (6)

This is before Italian smoker's given up (4)

This makes lad wry, superficially (9)

Tom ran union, content after retirement to remove

protection (5)

What cows do with companion – loiter (5)

What layers produce, for example – the beginnings of

geological strata (4)

Where slugs come from (3,6)


